
      

 

 
Digital Alert Systems Launches Software Assurance Plan 

 
Customers Now Have an Easy and Inexpensive Way to Keep Their EAS Platforms 

Fully Compliant With Constantly Changing FCC Emergency Alert Regulations  
 
LYNDONVILLE, N.Y. — May 5, 2020 — Digital Alert Systems, the global leader in emergency 

communications solutions for media providers, today announced its all-new Software Assurance 

Plan for the company’s award-winning family of emergency alert system (EAS) devices. For a 

small annual fee, customers can now ensure they are always in compliance with current 

requirements thanks to automatic notifications that indicate new software releases are available.  

 

“There are three irrefutable laws of EAS: It’s not going away, it will change, and you must comply. 

And that last one, staying in compliance, has never been more important than now during this time 

of pandemic and national emergency,” said Bill Robertson, VP of Business Development, Digital 

Alert Systems. “At the same time, we know what a challenge it is to monitor and maintain EAS 

equipment to keep pace with the latest FCC rules, IPAWS improvements, and staying on top of 

critical security updates.” 

 

Available to all customers running Version 4.0 software, the Software Assurance Plan not only 

offers an update to the current Version 4.1, but ensures that members automatically receive all 

future software releases at no additional charge — including new features, fixes, and security 

updates. Version 4.1 strengthens EAS/CAP security and compliance management through a 

substantial series of security-minded features, along with several new functions and improvements 

in response to a wide range of customer requests and in line with the latest FCC compliance 

requirements. The company has already announced that its forthcoming V4.2 which will be 

available to all Software Assurance Plan members upon release. 

 

In addition, Software Assurance Plan members receive discounts on repairs, including parts and 

labor, and discounts on additional software license keys. If the member’s current hardware 

platform is no longer supported by any future software release, Digital Alert Systems will replace 

the hardware at a discount. 

 



 

 

“With our new Software Assurance Plan, customers can budget the small and manageable costs of 

software maintenance on an annual basis,” added Ed Czarnecki, senior director for strategy and 

government affairs. “They can say goodbye to larger periodic upgrade charges, or worse, falling 

behind on critical updates and facing large, non-compliance fines. This plan is an inexpensive 

solution that simplifies the entire process, so customers can attend to more pressing matters.” 

 

More information about the Digital Alert Systems Software Assurance Plan is available at 

www.digitalalertsystems.com/SA-Plan.html.  
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About Digital Alert Systems 
Digital Alert Systems is the leading innovator of next-generation Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) and 
Emergency Alert Systems (EAS) for radio and television broadcasters. In 2009, Digital Alert Systems merged 
with Monroe Electronics, whose EAS products are the widely accepted standard for CATV. From its 
headquarters in Lyndonville, New York, Digital Alert Systems provides R&D, manufacturing, sales, and 
customer service for all Digital Alert Systems, Monroe Electronics One-Net™ brands and maintains its hard-
earned reputation for quality, reliability, and service to valued customers around the world. 
 
More information is available at www.digitalalertsystems.com 
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